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SALDEF stands for the Sikh American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund. The organization’s mission is to 
empower Sikh Americans by building dialogue, 
deepening understanding, promoting civic and 

political participation, and upholding social justice and 
religious freedom for all Americans.



Our Project…
- Comes at a time when several state legislatures are considering bills 

that would expand AANHPI history taught in K-12 schools 

- Helps young people generate data on AANHPI representation K-12 
history classes

- Is a comprehensive guide that provides information, resources, and 
tools that enables the reader to perform social science research and 
data analysis 



Our presentation will go over the main 
points of our guide including: 

- Steps to build a strong foundation for research 

- Examples of how to conduct the research  

- Demonstrations on how to analyze findings 



1. Developing Research 
Questions

The research project you undertake should answer specific questions that test a 
correlational relationship. Use your research questions to narrow in on what you 
will study and how your plan will come to life. 

Example: How does the average number of mentions of prominent Asian American 
figures in Florida textbooks correlate to the number of anti-Asian hate incidents in 
the state?. 



2. Identify variables to observe
You will need to clearly identify what you will measure and how you will 
measure it. 

Examples: 
1.  The number of mentions of the Chinese Exclusion Act

2. The number of positive representations of Asian Americans.



3. Collecting Data: Finding 
Textbooks
Determine what state you want to 
study and search for a catalog of 
state-approved textbooks.



Discourse Analysis: 
Depth Approach

I) hone in on a subset of variables

II) note collocations and concordances

III) select a quotation for each term

IV) qualify the dataset in paragraph form



Depth Approach Examples



Depth Approach Example



Discourse Analysis: 
Breadth Approach 

Focuses on the number of times the term 
appears, the number of sentences 
devoted to the term, and the context 
i) determine method for counting 
sentences (e.g. only sentences where term 
appears) and analyzing connotation
ii) find key term and note number of 
sentences
iii) include info on page number,  relevant 
quotes, and notes on the context      



Breadth Approach Example



Preliminary Findings
Unfinished Nation
￮ Quote about Japanese 

American incarceration: 
“Because they generally 
kept to themselves and 
preserved traditional 
cultural patterns, it was 
easy for Anglo Americans 
to imagine wrongly that 
the Japanese Americans 
were engaged in 
conspiracies on behalf of 
their ancestral 
homeland.”

Key Term
US Narrative 
History

Unfinished 
Nation

1790, Naturalization Act X X
1882, Chinese Exclusion Act X X
1894, Immigration Restriction League X X
1942, Japanese American Incarceration X X
1849, Chinese immigration X X
1865, Chinese for Railroad construction X X
1965, Immigration Reform Act X X
1924, National Origins Quota Act X X
Indian X X
Filipino X X
Korean X X

1908, Gentleman's Agreement with Japan X

Yellow peril X

Angel Island X

1960s/1970s, Asian Civil Rights Movement X



Caveats/Limitations

Most of the key events in our proposed data set are 
unavoidably East Asian-centric. The histories of South 
Asians, Southeast Asians, Pacific Islanders, etc. are 
often sidelined, minimalized, invisibilized, and even 
erased in discussions on Asian American history - 
mainstream U.S. history textbooks are no exception. We 
acknowledge that exhaustive research on AANHPI 
history should also acknowledge and address the lack 
of representation for these AANHPI groups.         



Thank you!
Any questions?


